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ABSTRACT 
The s.c. confluent Cauchy and confluent Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices are 
introduced, corresponding to an interpolation problem with multiple interpolation 
nodes. Inversion formulas are derived, and a factorization of confluent Loewner 
matrices by means of confluent Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices is described. 
© Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cauchy matrices are matrices of the form (1) 
Cy, = - -  
z Yi -- Zj i,j=O ..... n-I  
where Yi, zj are 2n mutually distinct complex numbers. The literature on 
matrices and determinants, including some famous textbooks, contains everal 
notes on these matrices and their properties. We emphasize here four 
important facts: 
Fp There is a simple formula expressing the determinant of the Cauchy 
matrix. 
F 2. The inverse matrix is a product of the transposed Cauchy matrix and 
two diagonal matrices. 
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F a. Under some restricting conditions, a Loewner matrix ((c i -d j ) /  
(Y i -  zj)) can be written as a product of two Cauehy matrices and one 
diagonal matrix. 
F 4. In numerical calculations an n × n Cauchy matrix can be multiplied 
by a vector in O(n log 2 n) operations. A linear system of equations the 
coefficient matrix of which is a Cauchy matrix can be also solved by the same 
asyn~lptotic number of operations. 
The oldest occurrence in the literature known to the author can be found 
in [15]. On p. 98, the determinant of the Cauehy matrix is computed as an 
exercise. The book by T. Muir [14] contains, in principle, the formula for the 
inverse matrix, in the language of determinants. Both the determinant and 
the inverse matrix are computed in the paper [16]. 
The property F a is proved in [8]. The property F4 was first proved by A. 
Gerasoulis, M. D. Grigoriadis, and Liping Sun as the solution of the s.c. 
Trummer's problem. 
Cauehy and other closely related matrices are studied in the papers by F. 
Calogero and his collaborators; ee e.g. [2]. G. Heinig and K. Rost showed 
that their method of UV reduction applies to matrices 
cT , t 
yi - zj  ] 
called later in [11] generalized Cauehy matrices (ci,d j are k-component 
vectors, k << n). 
In the present paper, we use the idea of the paper [9], which deals with a 
combined Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix and shows that in the connected 
interpolation the Vandermonde part corresponds to the interpolation ode 
infinity. We give a generalization of Cauchy and Cauchy-Vandermonde 
matrices for the case of multiple interpolation nodes in which each node has 
its corresponding block in the matrix and the dimensions of the blocks are 
equal to the multiplicities of the nodes. 
We generalize most of the properties of the simple node case. We 
give formulas for the determinants of confluent Cauchy and Cauehy- 
Vandermonde matrices and show that they are always nonsingular. 
We describe the interpolation connections and show that matrices under 
consideration represent certain transformations between two interpolation 
bases on the space of polynomials of degree less than n. 
As main results, we give explicit formulas for the inverse matrices to 
Cauehy and Cauehy-Vandermonde matrices and a general factorization 
formula for confluent Loewner matrices. 
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While preparing the paper for publication, the author found in personal 
communication that recently the same matrices appeared in the work by A. 
Gresbrand during her studies of explicit expressions for determinants of 
special structured matrices. 
REMARK 1. In [18] the author proved the simple fact that the confluent 
Cauehy matrix is a special ease of the confluent I~ewner matrices. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use finite sequences of interpolation odes. Each node will be 
represented by an ordered pair of a complex number (the node itself) and a 
positive integer (the multiplicity). Three conventional sets of notation will be 
used throughout the whole paper: 
Y = ( [Y0 '  P0] . . . . .  [Yr--i, Pr--1])' 
r -1  
Yi -¢ Yi' if i # i', ~ p/ = nl, 
i=0  
(1) 
= ([~0, ~01 . . . . .  [zs_~, ¢s - , ] ) ,  zj # z f  i f j  ~sj', 
s -1  
E o) = n~, 
j~0  
(2) 
t = ([to, .0]  . . . . .  [t~_~, ,o-1] ,  [~, .o]) ,  
t m # t m, if m ¢= m', 
o-1 ~2 
"m =d,  ~',n =d+ ~'u ="3" (3) 
m=0 m=0 
The interpretation of the node infinity in the sequence t will be explained 
in Section 4. 
We shall write 
= ([to, .01 . . . . .  [ t~_l ,  .u- 11), 
u- I  
E ~m = d. (4) 
The integers nl, n2, n 3 will be called the lengths of y, z, and t. 
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The matrices determined by a sequence of nodes will be denoted by the 
corresponding index. For example, Vy will be the confluent Vandermonde 
matrix corresponding to y [see (15) and (16) below]. 
We recall the definition of "generalized Loewner matrices," which was 
given in [17]. In contrast with that paper, we shall prefer here the name 
"confluent," which corresponds better to the interpolation connections. 
In the definition we will use the concept of divided differences. We recall 
the definition [3]: If ~p(2t~) exist for i = 1 . . . . .  n, then the divided differences 
of the kth order, [A 0 . . . . .  2tk],, are given recursively by 
[2t01, = 9(2t0), 
[2to,'--,2tk+l]¢ = 
[2to . . . . .  2 t~]~ - [2t~ . . . . .  2 tk+l ]~ 
)t o -- Ak+ 1 
Divided differences are symmetric functions of their arguments. If q~ is 
sufficiently smooth, then the divided difference for multiple points is defined 
by means of a limit. 
DEFINITION 2. The confluent Loewner matrix corresponding to the 
sequences of nodes y and z is the n I x n 2 block matrix 
L = (L i j ) i=o  . . . . . .  - -1  (5) 
j=0  . . . . .  s -1  
where 
[i 
LiJ = \ l [ ]Y i  . . . . .  y~,z j  . . . . .  z j ]  ~ ] ] (6) J ~ ,p k=0 . . . . .  pi-1 
I=0  . . . . .  o ) -1  
k + 1 t imes l + 1 t imes 
Here [--- ]~ denotes the divided difference formed from the values of a 
sufficiently smooth function ~. (Note that the equality Yi = zj for some i and 
j is admissible.) The divided differences have the following property: If we 
introduce the function 
~(~)  - ~(~)  
~(~'  ~)  = n -  ~ ' n~ ~, 
~(~,  n)  = ~ ' (~) ,  
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~k+l ) 
• ~= zj 
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(7) 
Sometimes we shall write L(~p) or, to be more exact, L~.z(~p). The same 
definition, up to the constants l/k7 l!, was given in [1] in the year 1986. 
In connection with the sequences y, z, and t, we introduce the following 
notation for polynomials, which will be used throughout the whole paper: 
r--1 S--1 
a(x) -'= I-I (x - y,)O,, b(x) := I - I  (x  - zj) ~j , f (x )  := 
i=0  j=0  
u -1  
F I  (x - t , , , )  ~ , rn=O 
dega=n 1, degb =n 2, degf=d,  (8) 
a(x) 
:= i=0,  r - l ,  k=0,  p t -1 ,  (9) a'k(x) (x - y,)k+l . . . . . . . . .  
and analogously we define bik(x), fik(x). 
Some assertions will deal with classical Cauchy and other matrices corre- 
sponding to sequences of simple interpolation odes. In these cases we shall 
write briefly 
Y$=(No . . . . .  Ygll-- 1) ' ZS~'(Zo . . . . .  Ztl2-- 1 ) '  
nl-1 a~(x) 
as(x) = Fl (x--  y,), a~(x) - - ,  
i=0 x - Yi 
(lO) 
and analogously we define bS(x), b](x). 
3. CONFLUENT CAUCHY MATRICES 
The definition of confluent Cauchy matrices is almost evident. It is an 
analogy to the expression (7) for confluent Loewner matrices. 
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DEFINITION 3. The confluent Cauchy matrix corresponding to the 
sequences of interpolation nodes y and z, assuming Yi --/= zj for all i = 
0 . . . . .  r - 1 and j = 0 . . . . .  s - 1, is defined as the n 1 x n 2 block matrix 
Cy,  z = (Ci j ) i=o . . . . . .  - - l ,  (11)  
j=o , . . . ,  s -  1 
where 
Cij 
kT 1! -~vi o~ ~ ~=y, 
~= zj 
k=o,. . . ,p i -1 
1=0 . . . . .  o ' j - -1  
(12) 
= - -  - - ,~+ l+ 1 " k ( y, - z j )  
(13) 
REMARK 4. Note that 
C] = -C  (14) ~, y y,z"  
We recall the definition of the confluent Vandermonde matrix: 
DEFINITION 5, The confluent Vandermonde matrix Vy corresponding to 
the sequence y (with arbitrary multiplicities p~ of the nodes y~) is the block 
matrix 
VtJ~-(PYo' . . . .  t)Yr 1)' (15) 
where 
/ )Y~- l )k=o ........ -1"  
l=O, . . . ,p i -1  
Moreover we will use the matrix sometimes called the affine Vander- 
monde matrix [4] and generalize it also for the confluent point case. 
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DEFINITION 6. The matrix Wy is the n 1 × n 1 block matrix 
= 
Q:u0 
P~,_, 
where 1 ~(o) ]  
Q~'= F. jk=0 ..... ~,-1" 
/=0 ..... hi-1 
[Analogously we shall denote by W_, the n, 2 × n 2 matrix corresponding to
the polynomials bit(x).] 
At this point it should be mentioned that in generalization of the simple 
case the product of Wy and Vy is here a block diagonal matrix: 
WyV~ = Dy = diag(Du,)i=o ...... -1' (17) 
Dy i 
i "'" 0 a °~ • , . "  . • • ali 
• . 
a Oi r l l i  . . ,  aP , - l ,  i 
(18) 
where a ji are the coefficients of the Taylor expansion 
a, ,p_ l (x )  = a0, + ~l,(x _ y , )  + . . .  +~p, - , , i (  x _ y , )~, -~ + O(  x - y i )  ~' 
(19) 
in Yi. 
Transformation of Bases 
Let us return for a moment o the "classical" Canchy matrix. 
LEMMA 7. Let y~, z s be given by (10)• Then 
(Here V f  is an n 1 )< n 2 matrix.) 
TwT = vy ,  .~. (20)  
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I f  n 1 = n 2 = n, then the n x n matrix 
diag 1 ~ ] Cy, ..~ 
represents the transformation of the basis ( bf( x )) into (aT(x)) on the space of 
polynomials of degree at most n - 1. Equivalently, 
( b~(Yi) 
diag ~ ] Cy, : ,= wy,rw= r. (21) 
Proof. For any n l and n 2 we have 
Vf, Wf = (b f (y , ) )  = diag (b ' (y , ) )  Cy, z,. 
(The matrix V~ is of dimension n~ x n2.) If n 1 = n 2 = n, then 
Wy,Vy, = diag (a~( Yi ) ), 
so that 
Vfi = diag (a~(y , ) )  W~, T 
and the formula (21) follows immediately. 
The fact that the matrix W~ T Wz T represents the transformation between 
the bases (b~(x)) and (a~(x)) is evident. • 
where 
Now we can formulate the confluent version: Let us denote 
D~(y) = diag(Dz(y),)/_0 . . . . . . .  1' 
! 
(D~(y),)k,, = (k l )!  
0, 
- -  b(k-t)( y,), k >~ l, 
k< l ,  
k, l = 0 . . . . .  Pi - 1 (D~(y) is a square matrix of order nl). 
LEMMA 8. 
(22) 
(23) 
Let the n 1 X n 1 matrix Dy be given by (17)-(19). Then 
D=(u) C u, z = V f  Wz r. (24) 
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(The matrix V~ has dimension It 1 × no.) I f  n 1 = It 2 = It, then the matrix 
(Dy) -~ D~(y~ Cy,~ 
represents the transformation of the basis (bit(x)) into ( aik( x )) on the space 
of polynomials of degree at most It - 1; equivalently, 
(O~) -~ D~ C~,. = %-~T.  (25) 
Proof. We get 
¢vTw~) ,~ j ,  - b j , (x )  
\ y z ~ x=Yi  
(the matrix V~' being of  dimension n 1 × n 2) 
k 1 
E (k - ,~)! 
K= 0 
b(k_K)(yi)( K + l ) ( -1 )  K 
K (Y i  S~jUK-+/+I  " 
This proves the equality (24). I f  n 1 
(25). 
= n 2 = n, we use (17) to get the equality 
Expression for the Determinant 
The next step we are going to take is to give a formula expressing the 
determinant of the Cauchy matrix if n 1 = n 2 = n. This expression is well 
known for the classical Cauchy matrix (see e.g. [13, Vol. 1, p. 36]): 
det Cy,  ~ = ( -1 )  " ( ' -  W2 I-I,> i'( Y• - Yi~')l-lj> j'( z] - z;,) 
n,  j (y : - z ; )  
if n I = It 2 ~ It. 
The determinant in the confluent case can be found using the equality 
(24). The formula 
det Vy = I - I (y , -y , , )  p'p'' 
i> i '  
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where 
det 
det D: 
det ~ ' 
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Since 
we get 
s -1  
det D~ = ( -1 )  ~: E b j ,%- l ( z j )  %, 
j=o 
s -1  0 ) ( (~ -- 1) 
2 j=O 
r - I  
det D.(y) = 1--I b( y~)P', 
i=0 
det Vy det D= 
det Cy, z = det D=(,j) det V= 
= ( - -1 )  E ~I i> i , (y  i -- y i , )  plp'' l - I j• j , ( ,z j  -- gj,)v,jerj, 
l-I, j (  y, - z j)  P'~J l-Ij > j,( zj - zj,) ~'~J 
If we use the fact that 
1 1 2 1 n (n  - 1) 
j j<j '  
we obtain the following assertion: 
LEMMA 9. If y and z are given by (1) and (2) and i f  n 1 = n 2 = n, then 
det Cy,~ --- ( -1 )  "('-1)/2 l -] '>r( y~ - Yr)P'P" I-Ij> j,( zj - zj,) %%' 
Yl,,j( y, - z;) ~'~' 
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COROLLARY 10. Every square confluent Cauchy matrix is nonsingular. 
Interpolation Interpretation 
THEOaEM 11. Let u( x ) be a polynomial of degree at most n - 1, and let 
U -~" (U00 . . . . .  U0 ,%_  1 . . . . .  Us_  1 . . . .  1 -1 )  = (U j l )  
be the vector of its coefficients in the basis (bit(x)). Then u is a solution of the 
system 
Cy,~u = v, v = (v~k) 
if and only if the rational function r( x ) = u( x ) /b(  x ) satisfies the interpola- 
tion conditions 
d k 
k! dx k r (y i )  = v~k. 
Proof. It is sufficient o note that 
ill ]] ~-" k!l! ufl = uJt)z+l .•  j.l c~'fIk °~ffl ~ n=Y, k! d~? k (~7 - { ¢=,j n=y, 
{~ zj 
Inversion Formula 
LEMMA 12. Let y and z be given by (1) and (2) with equal lengths 
n 1 ~ n 2 . Zh~n 
Proof. Indeed, from (25) we get that 
D;1Dy(.)C. yD~ID Cy, = W~-rW~'W~-rW~ r = I. ~, z(y) z 
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4. CONFLUENT CAUCHY-VANDERMONDE MATRICES 
In this section let us consider a composed matrix one part of which is a 
confluent Cauchy and the other a confluent Vandermonde matrix. Such 
matrices will be useful for factorization of arbitrary confluent Loewner 
matrices in Section 5. 
The confluent Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix could be regarded as a 
confluent Cauchy matrix, one of the interpolation odes of which lies at 
infinity. Each of the finite nodes corresponds to a Cauchy block in the matrix 
and infinity corresponds to the Vandermonde part. The properties of the 
resulting matrix are analogous to properties of confluent Cauchy matrices. 
Some of them will be stated in Lemmas 16 and 17 and in Theorem 20. 
DEFINITION 13. If y and t are sequences of interpolation odes given 
by (1) and (3), we introduce the confluent Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix 
corresponding to y and t as the n~ x n 3 matrix 
%, = (%),=o . . . . . .  - ,  (9.6) 
j=0  . . . . .  u--l,u 
where 
Cij ((k+,) - -  " -~k- -+/+ 1 k (y i - t j )  k=0, . . . ,& - I  
/=0 . . . . .  e j - - I  
(27) 
if j < u, and 
Ciu 
1=0 . . . . .  v . -1  
(9.8) 
REMARK 14.  
(1) We can also write 
Cy,t= (Cy,~ V]'), 
where Vf is the confluent ransposed Vandermonde matrix of type n 1 × v.. 
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(2) Similarly we shall use the symbol Ct, y for the n 3 X n 1 matrix 
Ct, y = (C~vI)y 
(the matrix V~ being of dimension t,~ X hi) .  
Transformation of Bases 
We introduce two definitions: 
The affine Vandermonde matrix V t is the n 3 × n 3 matrix 
(V~ P) ,  p = (0 j~) r ,  (29) 
where V~ is an n 3 X d confluent Vandermonde matrix and J~ is the flip 
~u-1 (This definition was used by Fiedler and Ptfik; matrix J~u = (6i, vu_l_j)i,j= O. 
see e.g. [7].) 
The matrix W t is defined by 
Wt(1, x , . . . ,  xn3-:) r = ( foo(X) , fo l (X )  . . . . .  
fu-l,~,, , - l (x ) , f (x ) ,x f (x ) , ' . . , x~ ' " - l f (x ) )  T. (30) 
To unify the notation, we shall denote fu, k(x) = xk f (x )  and write the basis 
appearing in (30) simply as (fik(x)). 
As in (17)-(19), we have 
THEOREM 15. I f  W t, V t are given by (29), (30) then 
WtVt= D t (31) 
is the block diagonal matrix 
diag(D t )i=o ...... -1 u' 
w 
Dr, = (f(k+l)-(P,-'),i)~'i/20 ' 
(32) 
(33) 
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where f ki = 0 for k < 0 and f Oi,. . , f yf- ’ ) i are given by the equalities 
fi,y,_l(x) =fO’+ff”(x - q) + *a. +fY’-yX - q-l + o(x-ti)“’ 
(34) 
at ti, i = 0 ,..., u - 1, and 
X”“-lf(r) =fOWy-1 + . . . +fv”-l.y-% + qx.-vl> (35) 
at infinity. 
Now to generalize Lemma 8 let us include infinity in the matrix (22), (23): 
Let q(t) be the matrix 
D y(t) = 
where 
(Dy(,,a)k, = 
i 0, k ~1, 
k,l=O ,..., vi-l,and 
, k>l, 
k < 1, 
the a(‘)‘s being the coefficients of a(x), 
a(x) = xnl + a(nl-l)X”l-l + . . . +a’O’* 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
LEMMA 16. Let 
c 
i 
%, 
',y = 
VY 
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(where Vy has dimension v, X n z) be an n 3 X n 1 confluent Cauchy- 
Vandermonde matrix. Then 
Dy(t) Ct, y = VtrWf  . (40) 
I f  n a = na, then the matrix DtXDy(t) Ct, ~ represents the transformation 
between the bases (aft(x)) and (f~k(x)), i,e., 
DtlDy(t)  C,, ~ = wt- rwf  . (41) 
Proof. The formula (40) can be rewritten as two equalities: 
diag(Dy(t),  C,,y = V~T~,  (42) 
D,(~)Vy = (0, ] , ,o)Wf . (43) 
(Of course, V~ has here the dimension v, X hi.) The first one is just the 
formula (24). We shall prove the second equality by a direct computation. Let 
us introduce two vectors a,/3, the entries of which are polynomials in y, as 
follows: 
0¢ := (O~nl_l, Ogn2_ 2. . . . .  Olnl_~,) T := Dyp)(1, y . . . . .  y~"-l) r
and 
/3 :=  1.  n,-2 . . . . .  
where /3j are just the coefficients of xJ in the expansion of a(x) / (x  - y) at 
infinity: 
/3nl_l Xnt-1 + ~n1_2 xnl-2 --~ ... --~[~nl_uXni-~u = - -  + 
x- -y  
(44) 
Then 
= a(n-k+l) a(n-k+2)y 1)yk-2 yk-1 an_ k + +""  +a (~- + , k = 1 ,2 , . . .  u~, 
286 
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anl_  ] ~ 1, 
an l _k  -- yOln2_k+l ~ a(nl-k+l) k=2 . . . . .  u,, 
are fulfilled. 
Multiplying (44) by x - y and comparing the coefficients, one obtains 
•nl_ 1 = 1 ,  
[~ . l -k  -- Y [~nl -k  + l = a(nx-k +1) k =2,3  . . . . .  
Thus an_ k and /3,,_ k are identical polynomials in the variable y (for 
k = 1, 2 . . . . .  u,). The (j, l) column of the matrix 
Dy(~)Vy 
1 dl a 
- -  . Since (here Vy and u~ rows only) equals to ~ dy I y =yJ 
1 dl [a (x )  ] a(x) 
1! dy l tx -y j  (x -y )  l' 
the (j, l) column of the matrix 
(o,J o)W 
1 dl 
- -  . This proves the equality (43). equals ~ dy I y = YJ 
Of course, in the above lemma the role of the interpolation vectors y and 
t is not symmetric. Thus the formula for the inverse transformation has to be 
verified separately: 
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LEMMA 17. Let 
Dt(~) = diag ( Dt(y)j) j=o ...... -1' 
fo j  0 ... 0 
tf ,-lj . . . . . .  
where 
f (x )  =foj  + f l j (  x _ yj) + ... +f•_ l , J (x  _ y j )~r j -1  
in yj, and let 
where 
Du = diag (Dyj)j=o . . . . . .  1'  
D~, = (b~+;-~,+l o 
bOJ ~_ b l J (  x _ y j )  q_ . . . .~_bcr j - l , j (x  _ y j )~ j -1  
= bj, crj_l(X ) -~- O(x  - yj)~rj. 
Then 
I f  n 1 = n 3 then 
Dt(y)Cy,t = V f  Wt T. 
(45) 
(46) 
+ O(x  - yj)~J 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(5o) 
(51) 
D-1Dt(y y)C y,t = wyrw~ r. 
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Proof. The equality (51) can be divided into two parts: 
(52)  
(which is just Lemma 8) and 
Dtty)Vf (n l -by-v . )  = v,T(ni-by-nl) A (53)  
(the matrix Vf on the left side has u rows only, while on the fight side it is 
square of dimension 1 × nl). The matrix A is 
A = 
i f '  -" f"~-"° 0 "" 0 "', 
"-. ..o 
• .. o fo  . . . . . .  
0 
0 
f , ,3 -  .o 
Let us remember that the matrices on both sides of the equality (53) are 
divided into "block rows," corresponding to the nodes Yo . . . . .  Yr-t" Let US 
consider the block corresponding to yj: the (k, l) elements on the right is 
d k k 1 1! 1 
k!dxk[X l f (x l l x=, j ,  = E K! (1 K)! yj-K f (k -K , (y j ) ,  
~=o - (k  - K)! 
and the (k, l) element on the left is 
k 1 
E 
~=o (k  - ,~)! 
which is just the same. 
Expression of the Determinant 
LEMMA 18. Let n 3 = n 1 = n, so that Ct. y is a square matrix. Then 
det Ct, y = ( -1 )  "("- 1)/2- ~.(~.- 1)/2 
X 
1-I,,~>m'( t,n'-- tin') ....... r l j> j , (y j  - y j , ) " J~ '  
i~m,j(tm _ yj)U,nPj 
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Proof. The formula (40) implies that 
det Ct, y = ( - 1) ~,(v,,- l)/2 
detV~detWy 
det Dy(~)det Dy(=) 
= ( _  O.,,~v,, ,)/~ l q , , ,>m,( t , , ,  - -  t , , , , )  "m"°''  r l j .~j , (y j  -- yj,)"~"' 
Fl,,,, j(t,,, - y j )~"~ l - l j> j , (  yj  - y j , )  ~ '  
= ( - 1)  " ( ' -  , ) /2 -  ~.(~° 1)/2 
l-I,,, > ,,,,(tm - -  t,,,,) ~''~m' I~j>j,( yj -- yj,)ojpj, 
× • 
] - [ , , , . j ( t  m -- y j )~"PJ  
COROLLARY 19. Every square confluent Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix is 
nonsingular. 
Interpolation Interpretation 
We need again two versions, one for Ct, y and another  for Cy, t. 
THEOREM 20.  
(i) Let u(x) be a polynomial of degree at most n - 1, and let u be the 
vector of its coefficients in the basis ( f f l (x)) ,  i.e., 
Then 
u-1 vj-] v.-1 
u(x)  = E E uj;fj;(x) + f (x )  E Uul Xl" 
j=o I=O l=O 
Cy,u  = ~,  ~ = (v ,~) ,  
if and only if the rational function r( x ) = u( x ) / f (  x ) satisfies the interpola- 
tion conditions 
d k 
kT dx k r (y i )  = vik, i=0  . . . .  , r - - l ,  k=0 . . . .  ,p i -1 .  
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(ii) Let ~(x) be a polynomial of degree at most n - 1, and let ~ = (U j l )  
be the vector of its coefficients in the basis (aft(x)). Then ~ is a solution of the 
system 
if and only if the rational function ~( x ) = K~( x ) / a( x ) satisfies the interpola- 
tion conditions 
d k 
k!dx k r(t i )  =v/k, i =0  . . . . .  u -  1, k =0 . . . . .  ~ i -  1, 
at the points t/, and 
r (x )  =Vu,o x-1 +v , , l x  -z +. . .  +v .... .,_,x -u. + O(x  -~.-1) 
at infinity. 
The proof is easy and does not essentially differ from the proof of 
Theorem 11. 
Inversion Formula 
Using I~mmas 16 and 17, we get the following inversion formula for a 
Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix: 
THEOREM 21. For any sequences of interpolation nodes t and y, the 
matrix Ct, y is nonsingular, and its inverse can be obtained by multiplying the 
matrix C ~, t from the left and from the right by block diagonal matrices: 
c~ly = D~lDt(y)Cy,tDt-lDy(t). 
Here the block diagonal matrices Dy and Dt(  y ) a re  given by (48)-(50) and by 
(45)-(47) (both with diagonal blocks of dimensions Po . . . . .  Dr-1); the block 
diagonal matrices D t and Dy(t ) are defined in (31)-(35) and (36)-(39) (with 
diagonal blocks of dimensions ~o . . . . .  v~_ 1, v,,). 
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5. FACTORIZATION OF CONFLUENT LOEWNER MATRICES 
The main result of this section will be formulated for square Loewner 
matrices. Considering rectangular matrices in general would bring certain 
difficulties. The proof will be based on the following factorization of square 
Hankel matrices, which is well known in a different setting, e.g. [6, Theorem. 
22]. 
PROPOSITION 22. Every square n X n Hankel matrix H can be written in 
the fo rm 
H = VtSVt r (54) 
fo r  some sequence o f  nodes 
t = ( [ t  0, v0] . . . .  [tu_l , /2u_l]  ' [oo, b,u]), 
t m :/: t m, if m ~ m',  Y'- G =d,  G =d+ v u =n 3 
m=0 m=0 
(the length o f  which is n3), where S is a nonsingular n3 X n 3 block diagonal 
matrix with upper  tr iangular Hankel  blocks o f  orders Vo, . . . , v u_ 1, u, on the 
diagonal. 
REMARK 23. We need here some further well-known facts concerning 
Hankel matrices: If the matrix H is singular, then the nodes t i and the 
multiplicities vi, i = 0 . . . . .  u - 1, including the multiplicity G of infinity 
(v u >_- 0), are uniquely determined. The polynomial 
u - 1 
f (x )  = I--[ (x  - ti) ~' 
i=0  
is equal to the s.c. H-polynomial [5, Remark 2.2], and 
r (  H ) = n 3. 
I f  H is nonsingular, then there is an infinite set of decompositions (54) with 
G = 0 and E~'~-o 1 v i = n. 
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Another important ool will be the following lemma, which was formu- 
lated in [4] for classical Loewner matrices and stated in general form in [17]. 
LEMMA 24. For f ixed y and z (with arty multiplicities of  the nodes) the 
mapping J" : H --+J( H ) = W,j HW= r is an isonu~rphism between the class of  
all n 1 × n 2 Hankel matrices and the class ~(  y, z) of  confluent n 1 × n 2 
Loewner matrices corresponding to y and z. 
Now we can state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 9,5. Let y and z be sequences of  interpolation odes given by 
(1) and (2), and let n 1 =n 2 =n.  Then evew cor~uent n × n Loewner 
matrix L ~_9"( y, z)  can be written in the f iwm 
L = Cy,tSC,, =, (55) 
where t is a sequence of nodes given by (3), its length being n a = rank L; S is 
a nonsingular block diagonal n a x n a matrix with upper triangular Hankel 
blocks of  orders u o . . . . .  u~ l, E, on the diagonal; and C~,t, Ct, = are n x n3, 
n a x n confluent Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices, respectively. 
Proof. Lemma 24 together with Proposition 22 show that 
L = WyV, S'VtrW: r (56) 
for some nonsingular n3 X n 3 block diagonal matrix S' with upper triangular 
Hankel u~ × u i blocks. Using Lemma 16 twice, we get (55), since we can 
easily verify that the product D~it)S'D~t) is a block diagonal matrix with 
upper triangular vi × v i Hankel blocks. • 
REMARK 26. Remembering Lemma 24, we obtain the following assertion 
as a consequence of Remark 23: If the matrix L is singular, then the nodes t i 
and the multiplicities ui, including the multiplicity uu of infinity (u~ >/0), are 
uniquely determined. [This means that two factorizations (55) can differ only 
by the order of the nodes in the sequence t and the corresponding order of 
the blocks in S.] 
If L is nonsingular, then there is an infinite set of factorizations (55) with 
u u = 0 and ~u-01 u i = n. (In this case, the matrices Cy, t, Ct, z are square 
confluent Cauchy matrices, without any Vandermonde part.) 
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REMARK 27. In conclusion the author would like to mention that the 
decomposition (55) is a generalization of the formula L = MDM T appearing 
in [8, Theorem 1]. 
The author is grateful to G. Heinig for several interesting historical 
references concerning the topic of the paper. 
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